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Before that repast there is an apetizer. 

This strange and patethic Pan who regards hiself as a rare genius cant get 

anyteing straight even when it is wrt written out for him. 

His tirades against me and oth .rs are in his chapter "Treason and the Smotte 

Screen." Treason, as he should have learned in law school is possible only when there 

is a declared state of war. But then if in getting his law degree he did not atax 

even learn how to spell libel "libel" it is perhaps expecting too much to en pact that 

he hearned :Anything at all when he was in law school. The smoke screen is ahere his 

mind always it. it is d self-generated. 

This is where at the top of a single page he claims I did not ever tell him 

how that Aeartnent of Justice panel report it"disproves the Warren Report" and at the 

botoom of the same page quotes my letter as calling to his Attention that the panel 

located the entry of the fatal hear shot four inches higher than the autopsy report 

on which the CemmissioNis Report is based. That alone raises questions abou the 

entire autopsy and the Commission's dependence on it/ (page 376). 

That is also where he could not get the name of John P. ioche right. "e has 

it "ru"Hiche." 

After quoting me correctly as referring to what he was involved in as 

"silliness" and correctly also on the unfairnew unfairness of what he was making uo 

about Mary Ferrell, ne writes this: 

use first two grafs marked on 377 and after comment, the enext graf. 
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Treason and the Smoke Screen 	 377 a shadow of a doubt, and when you sent me down to the National Archives, I found proof of it. Hopefully, I will be able to get copies of that and prove it to the world. Harold, I was quoting one of your letters about 'Clark losing his cool.' So you are saying that you are really ignorant. That is the problem. You constantly reverse yourself just to criticize people."15  

	

Discussing the research community, Weisberg wrote: "1 hope this 	'0 gives you an idea of what you are silly enough to immerse yourself in. Cut it out completely before you have real trouble from it. And from them. Those people lie without realizing they lie because what they say is what they want to be and they then believe it.''16  He's got that right, as we sort our way through this psychiatric labyrinth, making our way to the funny farm. There was an implicit threat from Weisberg about the power of these people, which I resolved to test. He wrote that "Mary Ferrell is as right wing as she seems to be. She has never been secret about this or pretended to anything else. She has never, to my knowledge, defended the Warren Report. She is not part of any plot of any kind. You will harm yourself greatly if you push that kind of notion because while there are many who do not agree with her beliefs, they will all resent this kind of baseless charge. Where she worked and for whom is irrelevant." Weisberg's November 20, 1992, letter goes on to say, "You ask why Jim Garrison wound up flogging the CIA. He actually began that way. You do not understand Garrison: What he did not crib and enlarge upon he just made up. No substance to anything at all from him." Harold repeatedly in his letters gloats on his turning on Garrison and destroying him when he thought it was justified. And, interestingly, who does he report all of his activity to, currying favor? H. L. Hunt and the Dallas Police, who received copies and reports of all of his communications to Dallas. 
It was Harold who launched an all-out assault on the book Farewell America, in the United States in the.1960s. "There is intense interest in Farewell America because the ignoramuses pretending to be research- ers like the crap that SDECE made up to disinform the critics, especially that Pink Panther, Garrison. My taking the manuscript to Garrison and my later preventing Garrison from going ape, as he'd planned and the CIA's French pal SDECE intended, over that stuff that Lamarre just made up. Garrison suggested the [English] title Farewell America. That zany actually believed it was the KGB leaking it to him! I broke up the last effort Laman-e made and he has been silent since. He was known as an oil specialist for French Intelligence in this country, under the name Lamarre. I do not know if it is his real name."" 


